This paper will chart and reflect on the collaborative work we have done together since then, describing our methodology for interrogating and relocating the clarsach.
It will explore how we consciously play with musical, sonic and conceptual distances in our improvised performances, and examine aspects of this shared 'performance ecosystem' (Waters, 2007) , which enables us to function in multiple contexts.
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[T]he constraints and constructs upon which music depends are not only, not even mostly found in the physical object of the instrument, but also in the physiology of this particular body, in the assumptions and embodied knowledge which operate in this particular player and in the interpenetrations between all of these and the framing acoustic and social environment (Waters, 2007, p. 3).
In 2002, I was commissioned by harpist Catriona McKay to
write The Salutation, a piece for clarsach and electroacoustic sound. Following this, we began to work on projects combining improvisation with live electronics, rather than creating fixed, pre-recorded electroacoustic parts. Some of this work, especially the ensemble projects, has clear connections to Scottish traditional music, principally through a preponderance of melodic material.
Alongside this, the work of our duo, Strange Rainbow, is much more connected to our experiences in other genres and contexts, often exploring sound for its own sake. I hope to show how through this work we have developed a practice based on 'scales of dislocation' that relocates the clarsach and allows our music to function in multiple musical contexts.
Simon Emmerson (2012) A performer might ask 'where are we?' in reference to a printed score or given structure within the (perhaps unwritten) music; but this question can also be asked with respect to a venue, furthermore we can ask it about a historical or sociological 'position'. It seems that this question is the most comprehensive it is possible to ask! (Emmerson, 2012, p.8) In this paper I want to look at how the practice I have developed with Catriona McKay has allowed us to relocate the clarsach, a particularly Scottish instrument, in relation to its traditional identity and in different musical contexts, and how we have developed an interactive environment that facilitates 'meaningful response'.
In composing The Salutation I wanted to find a way of locating the clarsach in a consciously Scottish frame and to draw, as far as possible, on the instrument's Scottish identity within the bounds of my own musical language, which is rooted in contemporary classical, electroacoustic music.
The reason for doing so was that, although the commission was for an electroacoustic piece, Catriona wanted music that she could perform in a programme of traditional Scottish music, rather than something intended for a concert of contemporary classical music. While I had composed for instruments and 'tape' or live electronics in the past, I had always avoided bringing extra-musical references (recognisably real-world, non-instrumental sounds or references to other musics) into these works, so this was a significant challenge for me. Throughout the process I was concerned not to lose sight of the clarsach: its characteristic sound, the physical and mechanical constraints of instrument and performer and the 'baggage' it brings with it as an instrument of folk history and culture. clusters, and gradually becoming fragmented in both register and meter as extra-musical sounds return.
The Salutation was to become the first step in a lasting collaboration to which we have both brought a range of musical experience. As improvisation was already part of our own practices, and as this had been part of the compositional process, it became our environment and methodology for further exploration. My own practice as a composer in the electroacoustic studio has always acknowledged the performative, improvisational and playful opportunities that the studio affords. Alongside this I had also had the opportunity to work with some extraordinary improvisers from the world of free jazz (including Paul Dunmall, 1997 -2001 , and Keith Tippett, 1999 touchscreen interfaces to achieve the fluid and rapid, performative control of sounds and their transformation.
The work that followed The Salutation can be divided into two distinct strands. The ensemble projects I shall describe have a musical core close to Catriona's Scottish traditional music yet also extend that language in ways that Lori
Watson describes as 'beyond-tune'.
By 'beyond-tune', I refer to a piece of music that is longer in length and/or significantly more complex in arrangement, in terms of the textures created by utilising instrumentation, extended performance techniques and harmony, than, as an example, a 'set' of three reels each consisting of 32 bars of melody with chord accompaniment… (Watson, 2013, p.38) In her research, Watson makes a very useful survey of innovation and innovators in traditional music in Scotland, especially over the last thirty years (including Catriona's work, Floe). This is perhaps the most appropriate 'lens' through which to understand this strand of our work.
This move towards more complex forms and the adoption of new harmonic, melodic and rhythmic material is a significant trend in Scottish traditional music. As Simon
McKerrell (2014) notes:
What was once considered kitsch tartanry has been re-mythologized and now hybrid sounds from Scottish musicians portray a newer, emergent sense of national identity. Increasingly, musicians are performing deterritorialized and commodified music which is shifting attention away from musical provenance and authentic ideology towards more transient sonic identities and blurring established musical genres (N.P.). colour an audience's expectation, but also influence our musical approach to an improvised performance.
Examples of this side of our output can be heard on our two
CDs of improvised music, invisible from land and sea (2008) and skimmerin' (2009). In both cases, the music, or certainly our intention for it, was located more comfortably within a practice of free improvisation than 'beyond' anything.
invisible from land and sea (2008) Reflecting on the musical and technical processes we employ, it is clear that over a number of years we have developed strategies that allow us to function in multiple musical contexts while maintaining an identifiable core practice. This might best be described as playing with scales of dislocation on a number of levels. Though these strategies and processes are not important to the listener (as Emmerson (2013) ' (1997, p.110) . A live instrument is naturally, highly source-bonded: we see the player and their physical gestures, and the nature of the sounds we hear is expected so we assign the instrument as the source of the sound. Some of Catriona's playing techniques and preparations (plating with plectra, damping the strings with found objects, and inserting foam, wooden skewers and wire between the strings) already alter the clarsach's timbre and make it less recognisable. Yet Emmerson (1998, p.148) points out that in live electroacoustic works 'the instrument is the anchor… We always refer back to its presence…
Including an extended instrument'. Some of the electronic processes simply create repetitions of the live sound ('first order surrogacy' (Smalley, 1986, p.82) ), and others transform it completely ('remote surrogacy' (ibid.)). This distance between the 'fact' of the live instrument and the mediated illusion gives us a powerful musical space in which to operate, as indeed we often do.
The use of external sounds and semi-composed materials, in other words, sounds not only resulting from live electronic processing, is also a feature of our performance.
There is a peculiar orthodoxy in some live electronic performance that demands all sonic materials be created in the moment. However, as Emmerson (1998) The live electronic processes we use have gradually coalesced into an adaptable toolkit that allows us to articulate various 'distances' with great flexibility.
Microphones on the harp are fed into my computer; sounds from the microphones both unaffected and processed are then mixed with other sounds and output to loudspeakers.
The processes are relatively straightforward in themselves but I have built varying levels and scales of unpredictability into the parameters to allow for a greater degree of play. Other processes create continuous textures from the sound of the clarsach, ranging from smooth drones to motoric, pulse-based layers or chaotic webs. Loops (repeated, short recorded fragments) and layers of loops can be subject to controlled or random dynamic change. They can be filtered and spatialised to appear distant (behind the live instrument), to appear to float above or to cut across the spectral frame, or they may drift within the stereo image. Traditional music and free improvisation.
